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  Despite some measures by the government like depreciation of the Pak rupee, Current Account (C/A) 
balance continues to deteriorate. According to the latest data released by the State Bank of Pakistan, 
the C/A deficit jumped by 14 percent or dollar 268 million to dollar 2.2 billion in July 2018 from dollar 
1.93 billion in the same period of last year. The deficit of trade, services and income stood at dollar 
4.447 billion in the first month of the current fiscal as against dollar 3.688 billion in the corresponding 
period of last year, depicting an increase of dollar 759 million. Details show that goods' export growth 
was almost half than imports'. While export of goods increased by 10 percent or dollar 188 million to 
dollar 2 billion, the growth in imports jumped by 20 percent or dollar 922 million to dollar 5.56 billion in 
July 2018. Service sector's deficit rose by 19 percent to dollar 498 million with dollar 405 million of 
exports and dollar 903 million of imports. Similarly, income sector outflows stood at dollar 445 million as 
against dollar 54 million of inflows, depicting a deficit of dollar 392 million during the first month of FY19. 
On the export side, barring textiles and other manufacturers which makes up for more than 60 percent 
of the country's export portfolio, almost all the other groups reported increases in exports, while import 
bill of oil recorded a massive increase during July 2018. The worrying aspect is that widening C/A deficit 
is continuation of a negative trend in the external sector. External sector had also remained under 
pressure during the last fiscal year despite a recovery in exports and remittances. A rebound in global 
oil prices, together with higher imports of machinery and transport equipment had exacerbated the trade 
deficit that led to the highest C/A deficit of nearly dollar 18 billion in FY18. 
 
There is absolutely no doubt that rising C/A deficit is a highly disturbing development and presents the 
toughest challenge to economic managers of the newly-elected PTI government. The two previous 
governments - caretakers' and PML-N's - also knew about the emerging problem but did not worry 
much because the widening C/A deficit could be financed by drawing down foreign exchange reserves 
or through bilateral borrowings, particularly from Chinese banks. Such an action did not only reduce the 
forex reserves to less than two months of imports but increased outstanding stock of external debt and 
debt servicing of the country. Independent economists, multilateral institutions and the rating agencies 
have been warning the country about the consequences of continuously widening C/A deficit. Of course, 
if such a negative trend continues, bilateral sources would be reluctant to lend to Pakistan, rating 
agencies will downgrade our ranking further and probably there would be no option left for Pakistan but 
to borrow from the IMF with harsh upfront conditionalities to rescue the country from a very tight 
position. It may be mentioned here that last option would also be only available if the US, with its 
overwhelming quota in the Fund, is prepared to drop its objection to lend to Pakistan. Anyhow, the 
Caretaker finance minister, realizing the gravity of the situation, was reported to have initiated some 
work on the IMF option and it will be up to the present government to approach the IMF or not. 
However, one thing seems sure. If the present government is reluctant to take bold measures on this 
account and soon, the existing foreign exchange reserves held with the SBP would be depleted to 
dangerously low levels, rupee would depreciate further, inflationary pressures would emerge in the 
economy, fiscal deficit of the country would increase in rupee terms, foreign investors would be very 
reluctant to invest in the country and a stage could be reached when it would be difficult o import 
machinery and the raw materials for continuing economic activity. The problem could be further 
compounded by the rise in international oil prices and increased imports under the CPEC. In short, the 
continued C/A deficit of around dollar 2 billion per month is not at all sustainable and Pakistan has no 
other option but to increase exports, contain imports and enhance home remittances to have a proper 
balance in external sector and avoid insolvency. Hopefully, the present government is fully aware of the 
dangerous situation and prepared to take the necessary steps without any loss of time. 
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